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Union building
faces a few delays
By BILL SHEA
()p-Kd Editor
Construction delays have prevented a number of campus organizations from moving into their new
Student Union offices on time.
The grand opening of the multimillion dollar complex is scheduled
for Sept. 19.
At this point, construction has
fallen three months behind, according to University Engineer Nick
Corbo.
Corbo said the Student Union
will be totallyfinishedby the Sept.
19 opening. 'I"he original opening
had been targeted for this past Jur.j.

According to Corbo, the delays
were due in part toremovalof asbestos from the old bookstore and the
old gyms, late delivery of construction materials alsocontributed tothe
delay.
A labor dispute this past spring
played no part in the delay, according to Don Pcsak, Wright State's
liaison to the building contractor.
rhe dispute was an internal problem between a subcontractor and the
drywaller's union.
Pesak said the problem was taken
care of within two weeks.
The unexpected need for the asbestosremovalresultedin an additional SI million in state funding.

according to Joe Mingo. WSl Fs director of government relations.
Total state funding for the Student Union has reached S7 million.
The total cost for the new facility. including matching funds from
WSl I. is estimated at SI 5.6 million,
according to WSU's Vice President
for Business and Finance lid Spanicr.
WWSU. Wright State's radio
station, and Nexus, the campus literary magazine, earlier were forced to
share an office pending their final
move.
Other groups that have been delayed include Student Government,
InterClub Council and the Greek
organizations.

Campers met with more than music
Practical jokes and thefts keep Public Safety busy
Marches.
Famatkns.
I .eonard Bernstein.
The typical band catnpLssupposcd
to be fun for all involved.
Ihis summer, however, area high
school students met with more than
just an ordinary band roll.
According to Carl Sims, director
of Public Safety, there were several
theftsandother incidentsinvolving the

campers as theyresidedin Hamilton
Hall.
•Thebiggest problemis that people
don't lock their doors." said Wray Van
Voodils, a .istant director of Residence Services.
"We put notices on the doors, and
on all the hallways," he said.
Voorhis said such activity Ls expected especially with the nature of
the camps.

Campus Crime Report
FELONY THEFT/POSSESSION OF CRIMINAL
TOOL"5
Sept. 8: Thirteen sc.ua machines were boken into across
campus, with about $1,300 removed. There were no signs of
forced entry on any ot the machines. There are two suspects.

THEFT
Sept. 1: Stephen Boggess.
The Village, reported his
Magnavox VCR, worth $200, was
stolen from outside his room.
Barbara Mann reported her
purse with cash and credit cards
was removed from her desk.
September 7: Dr. Dan Voss
reported an 11" x 9" glass pane
and an award were stolen from a
box.
ACCIDENT REPORT
August 15: Geoffrey Ison,
Fairborn. reported his vehicle suffered damage while parked in Milieu Lot
August 16: A vehicle diiven
by Shannon Fleming, Poland.

struck a vehicle driven by Janet
Steel-Denom, New Carlisle, in
the CAC lot. There was nonfunctional damage to both cars,
August 31: A vehicle being
driven by Robert Stover, Xenia,
hit a parked vehicle near the
Student Union service drive.
There was light damage to both
vehicles.
September 7: A vehicle
driven by Ruth Carlin, Dayton,
struck a vehicle driven by Thomas Sudkamp, Xenia, at the intersection of Center and Loop
Rd. Carlin was turning into the
Frederick A. White Center.
Both say they stopped and
started at the same time.
Sudkamp's vehicle suffered
heavy damage and Sudkamp
received a cut on his head,
The Guardian is considering
a change of policy regarding the
disclosure of victims' names in
the Campus Crime Report. Do
you think the names should be
printed?
Please respond with Letters
to the Editor.

Several different schools were
around, and rivalries and practicaljokes
periiaps played a bit into the problems
"We also had a lot of behavior
problems." said Voortiis. "There were
a lot of other incidents. I was not
surprised that tliere h;id been ...thefts
to week, They were quitea hiindful.''
Sims said more steps would be
taken to alleviate problems in the future.

Students get raises
across the board
"Students get c - ' l i t for
v
the length of I
work." said Your
The university administra- dents will receive a
tion has approved an across- increase for 500 houi
the-board pay increase for stu- ployment."
Students in classes si
dent employees effective
Aug. 27. according to Brent and seven will not benefit
Young, associate director of from the pay increase.
"The salaries of students
Career Services/Student Emin classes six and seven are
ployment.
The pay increase will af- based on a gross amount per
fect class one. two and three job." said Young. "Students
in these classes are eligible
student employees.
"A class is determined *y to receive an increase on the
responsibility and job duty." anniversary of their employment, if it is requested by
said Young.
"Increases are then based their supervisor."
For more information,
on steps." he said.
Young explained that a contact Student Employment
at 873-2326.
step is a longevity raise.

By JOANNE HUIST SMITH
Editor in Chief

Student payrates, effective Aug. 2
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

S4.25
4.45

S4.35

S4.45

4.55
4.75

4.65

4.95
5.15

5.05
5.25
5.45
5.65
5.85
6.05

4.65

Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7
Step 8
Step 9

4.85

Step 10

6.05

5.05
5.25
5.45
5.65
5.85

5.35
5.55
5.75
5.95
6.15

4.85

„

6.25

Student Union Grand Opening Activities
September

19

10:30 a.m., Atrium
•Dedication ceremony, including the sculpture unveiling and
ribbon cutting
•Reception immediately following in Multipurpose Room
5:00 p.m., Student Union
Gallery
•Exhibit and reception featuring the works of Jerry McDowell,
associate professor of art
Throughout the day:
•Open houses in the following
offices: Admissions (E148), Word
Processing (E142), Adult and
Transfer Services/Ur : versity Division (third floor)
•Guided and sell-guided tours
•Meeting room showcases of
their uses
•Multipurpose Room and multimedia presentations
September
20
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Atrium
•Career Services table with
Resume Expert demonstrations

and a drawing for a VCR
10 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Atrium
•Peer to Peer table
TBA. Atrium
•Union Activities Board open
house and garage sale of old UCB
items

September 21
11 a.m. to 2 p.m., Multipurpose Room
•Community Service Fair (contact Shelly Mumma at 873-5570 for
more information)
11:30 a.m., Atrium
•Gospel music provided by "One
Accord"

September 22
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.. Atrium
•Personal Counseling table
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.. Atrium
•Live entertainment (performer
T8Ai
11am

•Public Safety table
8 p.m.. Multipurpose Room
•Performance by comedian
Carrot Top (contact Kathleen
McGirty at 873-5522 for more information)
TBA, Atrium
•Greek Affairs open house and
"Fishing for Prizes"
•Student Media open house

September 23
11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Atrium
•Public Safety table
11 a.m., Atrium
•Performance by string quartet "A Little Life Music"
4:30 p.m.. Faculty Dining
Room
•"Jazz at the Union"
TBA
•Drawing of winning names in
"The Big Hunt" contest by WTUE's
Kerrigan and Christopher

to 3 p.m.. Atrium

I
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Public Safety task force sets recommendations
By JEREMY DYER
Staff Writer
WSU President Harley Flack
agreed with the recommendations
of a task force he commissioned in
March to investigate Public Safety
procedures.
The recommendations include
the use of existing university forums to resolve minor student offenses, the creation of a student
judiciary body to oversee code of
conduct violation hearings and the
establishment of a permanent committee to address future concerns
for Public Safety.
Michael Williams, associate
professor of education and chair of
the task force, said the new guidelines will be for both students, who
will have more options for incident
resolution, and Public Safety officers, who will be provided with
clearer written guidelines for han-

dling minor infractions. The task
force did not address the disposition of felonies or serious misdemeanors.
"Everything need not be something that
goes immediately to
some kind of
full-blown
legal process." Williams said.
"There
are a number
of internal
mechanisms ————————
and vehicles
within the university. Sometimes
it might be good to have that information in hand and advise the persons in minor incidents to perhaps
consider them after they've had a
bit of a cooling-off so they might
think more rationally."

1

dential students.
"We do have a very large commuter student population who
would not come under the auspices
of that (the residential) judiciary
body." Williams
—
said.
"A more general body could
deal with infractions that occur
outside of the context of residence
halls but still have
students very
much involved in
'
doing some review of conduct."
The final recommendations include the establishment of a committee torcsolve future departmental complaints and a general review of Public Safety policies and
procedures every five years.
"From my point of view, ev-

think we dealt with some good
stuff and helped make Public Safety
for all stumore student-oriented
dents."
— Dave Kirkhart

B O O K S & C O M ICS

• When there are ciearty identified Office of Public Safety to individuals
alleged victims anci alleged perpetra- who are in violation of WSU's student
tors involved in minor misdemeanors, code of conduct. These citations will
the public saiety officers should com- then be forwarded to WSU's chief discimunicate, in writing and verbally, op- plinary office forreferral and resolution.
tions for disposition of infractions and The process will ensure consistency in
the university's actions and the conseoffenses.
These options are: encouraging a quences of infractions.
cooling-olf period before initiating a
• A student judiciary body will be
legal process involving the courts, recognizing that there is a six month created to handle infractions and ofstatute of limitations for prosecution of fenses against the law or student code
misdemeanors, considering engaging of conduct in non-residential circuminternal university mechanisms of me- stances.
A prooess similar to the existing
diation and conflict resolution that do
not preclude court action and legal Judicial Review Board, which handles
process; and possibly initiating legal residential infraction and offenses, is
processes dependent of university's recommended.
The goal of this body would be to
sanctions or the Department of Public
Safety byfilinga complaint directly encourage a more community-oriented,
with the prosecutor's office in Fairbom self-policing campus community atmosphere.
or Greene County.

5th Anniversary SALE

20%-35% Off Back Issue Comics
Friday Sept.23 - Sunday Sept. 25
AT DARK STAR II - KETTERING
1410 W. Dorothv Lane
Hills & Dales Shopping Center - Kettering
293-7307

"1995 MISS OHIO USA™ PAGEANT"

OJficud tP/H'limi/uiMj dlfias
USA (£iujeazit
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED

If you are an applicant who
qualifies and are between the aj>es of
la and 27 by February 1,1995. never
married and at lexst a six month
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm
students are eligible, you could be
Ohio's represent alive at ihe CBS-nationally televised Miss ISA* Pageant* in February tocotnpete for over
$200,000 in cash and prices The
Miss Ohio l:$A,u Pageant for 199>
\»il! be presented in llie Grand Ball
LISA ALLISON

irip lo compete in i v '
enmpt'tmg U.r lih-tiiV
r. S-:
lit' • must include u
recent snapshot, a brie/biography, address and a phone
number WRITE TO
1995 MISS OHIO USA PAGEANl I larrrm Produrtinn'/ A

Www
1 [/plication ttendlu

\

dent Services for resolution.
In addition, a student judiciary
body will be formed to address
code of conduct violations for nonresidential students. The new body
will be based on the existing judiciary organization set up for resi-

erything that came out of that committee was positive ;uid we applaud what wits done." said Carl
Sims. WSU's director of Publi<Safety.
He agreed officers deal w
infractions in different ways, but
clear set of procedures should hel[
narrow those differences.
"There was a lot of officer discretion. We thought it could open
the door for personal bias." said
David Kirkhart. a member of the
task force.
"I think we dealt with some
good stuff and helped make Public
Safety more student-oriented —
for all students."
Kirkhart said he hopes for student involvement in the institution
of the recommendations.
Sims said the next step is enlisting the help of an outside source
to implement the recommendauons.

The five points of Public Safety

D A R K STAR

0

The task force also recommended the issuance of citations to
studentsin violation ofWSU'scode
of conduct.
These citations then go to Stu-

.

• Citations will be issued by the

established to address ackStional concerns of the Task Force, to devise
strategies for preventing future problems and to respond to complaints.

• Wright State University's Office
of Public Safety will be assessed everyfiveyears to review the policies,
practices, and training needs of the
department.
Inoddfion, the assessment would
include areviewand revision of the
office's mission statement: policies and
guidelines for exercise ol reasonable
force; and the staffing needs of the
departmenL Timelines, guidelines,
and procedures will be established to
implement this recommendation.
Situations involving felonies and
serious misdemeanors wiH continue
to be handled according to current
re sponse-'arrest procedures and these
piocedures will not be revisedormodiA permanent committee will be fied.

Student Union hits phone snag
Heavy phone traffic in Student
Union overloads system
By SCOTT BKCKKRMAN
News i''.ditor
()ne second, the lines of communication arc open.
The next second, pool!
They're gone.
On Sept. 12. Iclecommuni. niior.s workei•> saw theii work

down due to a variety of reasons." said Steve Nickell. Manager of Telecommunications.
"Basically, we had an overload. One of the major issues is
the traffic." he said.
Nickell said there are two
phone operating centers: one in
Russ Engineering, and the other
in Allyn I lall. Withall the phones
in the Student Union being used.

in operating order about 5:30
p.m.. Telecommunications workers were on hand until late ai
night to make sure such a problem would not occur again.
Another problem was the call
forwarding.
"( The problem was) call torwarding front the old offices in
Allyn to Russ." Nickell said.
"Most administration people
were using the Allyn telephone
system."
Nickell said his department initfinniiiit; to prevent the prob-

. Ni

I
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OPINION

Is peace finally at hand?
Will the militant catholic minority succeed in their campaign oj

ror?

against the union with the Northern Ireland would be
surprise Tet offensive in 1968.
In any case, Al Gore was Republic, are just that, terrorists. governed by the laws found most
Great Britain must come to acceptable to the population.
dispatched to the Irish Republic
grips with the various problems If communist China was able to
to
throw
the
Clinton
Well, it looks as if peace has
plaguing Ulster, but caving in to agree to a laissez faire system for
broken out in Northern Ireland. government's weight in.
the IRA, or any of the splinter Hong Kong come 1997, then Sinn
The
IRA's
primary
source
of
The 25-year open struggle
groups, is a blow that British Fein, and the IRA, should be able
money
for
their
campaign
of
death
between the region's pro-union
national prestige cannot afford to to agree to a similar plan.
R o m a n
The sun has set on nearly all of
weather.
Catholics and
The four Britain's crumbling empire.
pro- British
Northern Ireland is one of the
m a j o r
espite the ravages of World War II and the
46"
Protestants has
players in the last remaining integral parts of
cancer
of
the
IRA's
terror,
Britain
can
still
hopefully
Irish drama, that empire. Its loss may very
reached a new enter the new century as a leading character on the
the
Irish well give impetus to the long
era.
R e p u b l i c , dormant nationalist movements
world
stage.
The Irish
Britain, Sinn in Wales and Scotland.
Republican
Conversely, Britain cannot
Fein and the
Army
is
main Protestant group, the Ulster afford to pump billions of defense
claiming an end to its campaign and suffering has come from
dollars and 18 thousand troops in
wealthy Irish-Americans, many Unionist Party, have got to work
of terror, if only temporarily.
out an agreement acceptable to an area the size of Connecticut.
of
whom
are
heavy-hitting
British government officials,
The time has come for Great
all the citizens in Ulster.
though wary of the IRA's claims, Democats.
All along Britain has said it Britain to re-examine itself and
No
matter
what
happens,
the
appear to ready to sit dov. n with
would not hinder Ulster from decide what role it will play
the terrorist's political ally, the British government cannot afford
heading into the 21st century.
to use kid gloves with the Irish becoming part of the Republic if
Sinn Fein, and talk.
The role of the global
the majority wanted it.
Protestant groups, many of terrorists.
empire upon which
The majority of Northern
Although the time for violence
which are as dangerously militant
the sun never sets
Ireland's 1.5 million
as the IRA, remain guardedly and armed response has hopefully
is over.
people are pro-British
passed.
Prime
Minister
John
silent.
The influential
Protestants.
Major
and
the
rest
of
the
All citizens, Irish and British,
! position Great
Roman Catholics,
government
in
London
must
not
are praying the cease-fire isn't a
Britain held,
most of whom wish to
front for a massive terror wave let their guard down.
whether viewed
join
with
the
Republic,
The terrorists, whether for or
by the IRA, a la the Vietcong's
positively
or
make up the rest.
negatively, won't
The majority don't want
quickly be forgotten.
a union with the Irish
Despite the ravages of World
Republic.
What could be done is an War II and the cancer of the IRA's
agreement by which Great Britain terror, Britain can still enter the
Issue No. 4. Vol. 30 • Wednesday. September 14. 1994
cedes the territory to the Republic new century as a leading character
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A peaceful resolution of the
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Welcome to 'The Mall at Wright State Commons'

The university is unveiling its newest attraction, the Student Union, so get ready to spend money

By BILL SHEA
Editorial Editor

With every other building on
campus named after a person, it
wouldn't be a stretch of the imagination to think WSU would name
the new Student Union after someone.
So after asking around, I discovered that since there were no major
monetary donors, there would be
no name.
Since the state gave WSU most
of the funds to build the Student
Union, I wonder why they don't
name it the Govenor George V.
Voinovich Student Union.
After all, they named the old P.E.
building after Govenor James
traditional student housing.
Eventually nine buildings will
Rhodes.
I still can't decide whether WSU
make up The Village apartments,
compared to only 10 residence halls. is trying to be a local commuter
With only 1,800 resident students, school, or trying to become Ohio
I would think more traditional campus State South.
If they do want to become a
housing would be a priority.
After all, the more people living major state university, then a
here, the more money in WSU coffers. football team can't be too far off.
And after all, it is money that makes Then again, just imagine what
WSU would do to a stadium.
the world, and WSU, go'round.

new building instead of a pond or a Union, the new Education building.
The Village, Allyn and Fawcelt Hall
badger preserve.
They did make up for that by putting renovations, the Math building
a Paul Bunyon size trellis on the front addition, parking lot repavement and
the moving of Loop Road.
of the building.
All of those things are necessary,
Perhaps the biology department is
planning to grow Paul Bunyon size and long overdue, but WSU is doing
them all at once.
The one thing I notice is missing
from the list of projects is more

The 1994 school year is finally
upon us and for thefirsttime Wright
State will have a proper student union.
Instead of waiting in line in Allyn
Hall for the bursar, registrar and the
bank, students can now trudge over
to the ass-end of campus to do it.
With a price tag of over $ 16 million,
students now have a fine facility to
eat, study and generally spend a lot of
money in.
And if you run out of money from
all your bookstoring and Depoting,
Wright-Patt Credit Union is right in
the heart of the new Student Union.
S7
I like the Student Union, but did
*TE
or ivy.
WSU have to build 'The Student grapes
Union at Wright State Commons' ? My point is WSU took a great idea
Take the sculpture in the atrium (or and let it snowball into a gigantic,
overpriced showpiece while the rest
is it The Atrium?) for instance.
WSU paid over $30,000 for that of the university rots.
aquatic, neon monolithic monstrosity. For a school that bemoans its lack
i will give credit to the university of funds, it sure takes on a lot of
for putting a parking lot in front of the projects at one time: the Student

Wright State
University

A: Who are Hitler, Stalin and Bill Clinton
Q: Name three famous gun control freaks
There is indisputable historical
record of governments who first
impose gun control laws then violate
human rights.
Adolf Hitler was quoted while
promoting gun control laws as saying,
"This year will go down in history.
"For thefirsttime a civilized nation
has gun registration. Our streets will
be safer and our police more
efficient."
Shortly after Hitler disarmed the
German people, 13 million disarmed
German citizens (Jews, Gypsies and
Anti Nazis) were methodically
exterminated by their own
government.
After enacting the gun control laws
in the Soviet Union in 1929 (Article
182 of the Penal Code) 20 million
unarmed citizens (Anti Communists

and Anti Stalinists) were murdered
by their own government over a 25
year period.
After passing gun control laws in
Turkey in 1911 (Article 199 of the
Penal Code) 11.5 million unarmed
citizens were exterminated by their
government.
Following passage of gun security
laws in China (Article 9 Security
Law) their government brutally
slaughtered 20 million unarmed
citizens (Anti Communists, Rural
population and Pro reform groups)
over 27 years.
After passing Article 322-8 of the
Penal Code (gun control) in
Cambodia the government
exterminated one million citizens
(targeting educated persons) over a
five year period of time.

Identical situations occured in
Guatemala and Uganda where groups
targeted were Maya Indians,
Christians and Political Rivals.
Since most of the gun control
legislation in America has been
copied word for word from the Nazi
Weapons law of 1938 is there really
any reason to be concerned?
The Clinton administration assures
us that the proposed gun control laws
are designed to "reduce crime in
America so that our streets will be
safer and our police force more
efficient."
Waco proves how efficient federal
police can be.
If history is any indicator, being
disarmed is probably no problem
unless, however, you're Christian.
Educated, Anti-Communist. Jewish,

or belong to some patriot
organization.
The politically correct who have
supported these gun ban laws
throughout history typically do not
know their history and share the same
naive thought process that the
government will keep us safe (not to
be confused with being free).
The bird in a cage is safe, but he
would rather be free.
Thank God our founding fathers
were not politically correct, did not
waste time on useless protest, still
had their weapons, and chose freedom
over safety or we may have arrived at
this point in history 200 years
earlier!!!
ROBERT NEWCOMER
Wooster
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Prints Student Union up to fire code
for sale
then engaged toremovethe smoke.
"The system passed with flying
colors," said Day. "We run this test to
simulate
what happens in the event of
iairtxxnHrc Marshall Carl 1 >ay
gave the Student Union's three ma- a real fire. Overall, tlte testing went
jor fire satiny systems (alarm extin- smoothly."
Fire safety inspections began in the
guisher, smote evacuation) his seal
of approval Tuesday, after running SU as soon as personnel started moving
into newly constructed or renosnjokeevacuation tests in the atrium.
To conduct the smoke evacua- vated areas.
"Wehadalotofampkuntsduriih!
tion test, pansoftlKSU were flooded
with non-toxksmokc. Systems were the testing. People asked us to turn the
Bj JOANNE HI'1ST SMITH
Editor In Chief

Student Union
to benefit from
art sale

alarmsoff," said Day "I don' I think the
university infbtmcd people that, generally, tests are performed before a
buikling Ls ever occupicd."
Day said the Stale Department of
Industrial Relation's Division of Factories and Buildings granted WSU
special permission to allow personnel
to move into areas where the inspections were pending to speed up the
moving process.
Ibe building was inspected for

adequate tire extinguisbersand sufficient audiblefirealarms Sept 9.
'There were some extinguishers missing from I*
' '<kl Day.
"We infoimcd th
hat
areas would be d o s
Jiers weren't in place b
>e
day.Theextinguisha*
ice
in 15 to 20 minutes."
Itie fire rnanJiall also recommended several alarms be added to
the system.

By S C O T T B E C K E R M A N
News Editor

Vibrance. Culture.The late Kurt
Cohain.
Once again. Trent Graphics, of
Strousburg. Penn., brings its wide
array of posters to Wright State.
The poster sale began in the Student Union's atrium Sept. 12-14.
According to Student Union
Building Manager Pamela Davis,
Trent Graphics has been bringing
its posters to WS'T for a few years.
This is the first year they arrived
before school started. It is one of
many benefits that will occur over
the year.
"Every school we go to there is
a sponsor (for us)." said salesperson Doug Bieter. who along with
partner Jon Peterson, is offering
everything from British Subway
size rock posters to Monet prints.
"The sponsor is the Student I Tnion "
Davis said the poster sales have
always done strong business for its
sponsors.
"We get 20 percent." Davis said.
That goes to the opening of the
facility. It goes to programs, and ii
also benefits our student body."
Bieter said sales are strong.
They reached their projected sales
total Sept. 12. and hope to sell even
more posters and art t>y the 14th.
the first day classes begin.
Depending on the school. B ieter
said, some things sell better than
others.
"It depends," he said. "Here,
it's been rock posters. At other,
wealthier schools, it's been prints.
It varies from school to school to
school.
"The first week we were in
Kentucky. The second week we
were in New York, then Maryland.
Now we're in Ohio. We've put on
some good mileage."
Davis said the sale not only
provides the Student Union with
funding for future events, it also
provides faculty, staff and students
the service of being able to cover
up any white space in their dorm
rooms, apartments or offices.
The poster sale is just the beginning of events along this line
planned by the Student Union.

P R I N C I P L E S of

SOUND

RETIREMENT

INVESTING

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

T

hink a b o u t s u p p o r t i n g yourself f o r
twenty-five, thirty y e a r s or longer
in r e t i r e m e n t . It might IK- the g r e a t e s t
financial test y o u ' l l ever lace. Fortunately,
y o u h a v e o n e v a l u a b l e asset in y o u r
lavor. Time.
Time to t a k e a d v a n t a g e ol t a x - d e l e r r a l .
Time lor y o u r m o n e y to g r o w .
But s t a r t i n g early is key. C o n s i d e r this:
if y o u begin s a v i n g just S i o o a m o n t h at
a g e thirty, y o u c a n a c c u m u l a t e S i 3 8 , a o q *
by the time y o u r e a c h age sixty-five.
Wait ten y e a r s a n d y o u ' d need to set aside
Sao.s a m o n t h to r e a c h t h e s a m e c o a l .
Shirt planning

your future.

At T I A A - C R E F , w e not o n l y u n d e r s t a n d t h e v a l u e of s t a r t i n g early, w e
c a n h e l p m a k e it possible—with flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a d i v e r s e p o r t f o l i o ol i n v e s t m e n t
choices, a n d a r e c o r d ol p e r s o n a l
service that s p a n s ySyears.
O v e r 1.5 million people in e d u c a t i o n
a n d r e s e a r c h a r e a l r e a d y enrolled in
A m e r i c a ' s largest r e t i r e m e n t system.
Find out h o w e a s y it is to join t h e m . Call
t o d a y a n d learn h o w simple it is to put
yourself through retirement when you
have time a n d T I A A - C R E F on v o u r side.

Cat! our Enrollment

Hotline

/ SOO S-12-2SSS.

Ensuring the future
f o r those w h o s h a p e it."
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Flying colors
By STFFANIF BADDKRS
Executive Managing Kditor

photos by Todd Halt

Costing about $75 each, the nylon kites hanging in the
Student Union atrium (top), were constructed by Associate
Art Professor Jerry McDowell (above). McDowell is able to
construct about three kites per year.
An exhibit featuring his works will be in the Student Union
Gallery on Sept. 19 at 5 p.m.

tion five years ago.
One of the kites, titled "Rayman." McDowell made to honor
A college student during the one of his colleagues who was retirthroes of tlie Vietnam War. Jerry ing after 25 years in the art departMcDowell realized that majoring in ment.
physics was not lor him.
1 !c designed the kite to resemble
"Making weapons was the only his col league, evendown to (tie wisps
job for physof gray hair
1
ics majors." he
around his baldsaid. "I deing scalp.
ctr
a
they're
ii
in
there
cided
I'd
"He was
rather paint
X not to show
sh off very pleased that
and do someI did that." said
thing where no kites, but to bring a McDowell, "but
one gave a
was thinking
little eolor into that he
damn."
he had more hair
And paint
thanlgavehim."
space.
he did.
"Ray-man"
—Jerry McDowell won first place
Almost 30
years later,
in the most innoMcDowell is
vative design
an associate an professor at WSU, category at the International Kite
preparing to exhibit some of his Festival in Long Beach. Wash.
paintings as a pan of the Student
McDowell plans to make a kite
Union's grand opening activities.
of "Ray's" wife, so he can ilv the
Some of his oilier art is already two together. Since the kitescouldn" t
hanging in the SU atrium — three fit in theSU gallery where they were
large, colorful kites McDowell originally going to be placed, a few
swears actually fly.
of his paintings will be shown there
"They're in there not to show off beginning Sept. 19.
kites, but to bring a little color into
Once referring to visible places,
that space," said McDowell, who things, or phenomena in nature.
took up kite painting and construc- McDowell's recent paintings re fleet

pattern and spatial interferences
when patterns intersect or overlap.
McDowell insists his work developed from things we see all the
lime.
"Grids and stripes are imposed
structures, and to somcextent we are
iill governed by their existence —
highways, hallways, sealing assignments. and chess games." said
McDowell. "We impose order to
things." he said. "I'm curious about
these kinds of order and how they
might become interesting paintings."
McDowell admitted getting
something out of his paintings requires effort by the viewer.
"I really like the idea of a painting having an opportunity to involve
the viewer from their point of view,
instead of I'm the artist. I' II tell you
how to see this.'" said McDowell.
Retiring next year from teaching. McDowell has noplans to retire
his paint brush.
"I think it's probably the goal of
anybody serious about painting to
have unlimited, unstructured lune to
make your own structure and limits." he said.
"You work everyday, several
hours a day. and I think you get
better." said McDowell. "I'd just
like to get a lot better."

I
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WSU students going over the

By JOANNE Hl'IST SMITH
Milnr In Chief
I-asi fall more than 300 Wright
State 1 Jniversity students went over
the edge. This year that number
eould double.
It's happening at Milieu I hill
Sept 14-16 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m..
where WSU's Army ROTC have
invited students to take the challenge and rappel from the Millett
rooftop to the courtyard below.
"Rappelling is a way to overcome fear of heights." said Master
Sergeant David Cantor of WSlI's
Army ROTC program.
"The first step over the edge is

appelling is
J \ a way to
overcome fear of
heights."
—David Cantor
the worst part. Once students get
down, they want to come up and do
it again."
Fall 1994 marks the 10th year
for the event sponsored by the Military Science Department.
Cantor said there has never been

an accident.
"Students are tied into a Swiss
seat (rope at the hips) at the base of
Millett." said Captain Jacqueline
Andrews, event coordinator.
"They're given a snap link and
safety globes. From there, they
proceed to the roof where a master
rappel double checks the knots."
Andrews explained that two
more master rappels help coach
students down the wall.
"Sometimes it takes a lot of
coaching." said Andrews.
"At the bottom, a belay person
holds on to the end of dtc rope. If
the belay person puts tension on
the rope, even if the rappeller lets

go. the rappeller won't fall." she
said.
If the rappeller panics, the belay person can bring them down.
Andrews said.
The journey down the wall can
be as fast as t wo or three seconds or
as slow as five minutes according
lo the skill (or courage) level of the
participant. Andrews explained.
"Hie event is sponsored to generate interest in the Military 113
class and Army ROTC.
"Rappelling down the wall is
just the beginning." said Andrews.
"In 113. students Icam the specifics such as tying the Swiss seat, the
commands and bounding."

Gaza House gone

tor of University Times, the property was mainly bought for the
7.712 acres of land it was on.
"I don't think they ever really
By ANTHONY SHOEMAKER intended to use the house for more
Staff Writer
than storage. They mainly wanted
the land." said Suits. "According
Gaza House, a two-story struc- to the appraisal it was in pretty bad
ture located near Lot 19. was burned shape."
The house had a living room,
in June as part of a training practice
dining room, kitchen, one bedroom
for Fairbom firefighters.
Gaza House, built in 1938, was on the first floor, three bedrooms
owned by Todd and Fdna Lowry. on the second floor and a bath.
Wright State University pur- There was also a full basement and
chased Gaza House in 1963 for a porch.
In 1971. Gaza House was a
S25.000.
According to Robin Suits, edi- temporary home to The Guardian,

This is a condensed article that
first appeared in the July 20
issue of The Guardian.

BE A
HERO

WSU's student newspaper. It has
since been used to make the signs
displayed around campus.
Deputy Fairbom Fire Chief
Scott Lewis felt that the training
exercise was a success. "We were
able to do some stuff that we normally can't do," he said.
The exercise is a win-win situation for both WSU and Fairbom
Fire according to Lewis.
"For the university it is a reduction in demolition costs and it also
provides training for us," he said.
A dozen Fairbom firefighters
were involved in the day long exercise.

Don't go to school without going to

BE A
TEACHER
Teachers hove the power
to woke up young minds to moke o difference.
Reach for thot power.
Be a teocher. Be o hero.

To find out hew
to become a
teacher, call
1-800-45-TEACH
0!!

2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy.

427-338

e

the College Store has the largest selection and lowest prices
on new and used textbooks
• the College Store buys books back anytime
• the College Store has a complete selection of Wright State
clothing, backpacks, software and school supplies
• the College Store has lots of convenient parking just across
the street from W.S.U. next to Chi-Chi's.
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Fall TV and movie season full of surprises
By ANTHONY SHOEMAKER
Staff Writer
The fall season is here and ttiai
means a new TV season and new
movies to entertain WSU students
looking for something to do after a
day of hitting the books.
The tall looks to be full of surprises with many big-name stars.
Television
Look for ABC'shit showNYPD
Blue to hit the tube without its redhaired star David Caruso, lie is
being replaced by old LA Law star
Jimmy Smits.
The number one rated sitcom
Home Improvement is being moved
to Tuesday nights to battle NBC's
big hit Frasier.
Roseanne will now air on
Wednesday. Look for sitcoms star
ring Dudley Moore, Martin Short,
and Hal Linden.
Many TV viewers iuay be gl ued
to the O.J. Simpson murder trial
scheduled to begin Sept. 19. They
can also look forward to an OJ.
Simpson TV movie. The O.J.
Simpson Story, slated to air on FOX
by the end of the season.
Fall of 1994 has a lot to offer
mini series fans.
Look for TheLangoliers, which
is based on a story by Stephen King
who made The Stand one of the
biggest mini series success stories
of the year. PBS is also expecting
to hit a home run with its Baseball
series, which will focus on baseball history and is scheduled to air
Sept. 18-28.
People suffering from sports
withdrawal due to the baseball
strike can switch to FOX to catch
this season's NFC football games.
NBC and ABC will also air games.

this season that one big release
could already be in theaters. Disney
is planning to re-release The Lion
King on Thanksgiving. Macaulay
Culkin's newfilmThe Pagemaster
could be a surprise children's blockbuster, but after the big summer
failure Getting Even With Dad
America may have had enough of
C ulkin's antics.
Arnold Schwarzenegger and
Danny DeVito will be teaming up
again this fall in Junior, a story of
male pregnancy. Twins' director
Ivan Reitman will direct.
There are somefilmsthat could
surprise us. The River Wild may be
the film to boost Meryl Streep's
career. There is also Pulp Fiction,
the most talked about movie of the
season. It can be summed up in two
words:
Quentin Tarantino.
One of the finest new directors
working in film, his mind brought
us classic, violent films like Reservoir Dogs, True Romance and
Oliver Stone's Natural Born KillTom Cruise takes on an uncharacteristic role in Interview
with a Vampire, based on a blockbuster novel by Ann Rice. ers. Pulp Fiction is supposed to be
the film to jumpstart John
Jordan who created the 1992 sur- Travolta's career. We'll have to
Movies
This fall does not have the pow- prise hit The Crying Game could wait and see if he stays alive.
Quiz Show will be a quality
erhouse films we have seen in the have a surprise up his sleeve that
past three years. Past fall releases will make this the movie to beat film this season, but it probably
will not be a blockbuster. It is
like Home Alone 2, The Bodyguard. this fall.
lite Specialist starring Sy 1 vester likely to see Oscar gold.
Aladdin, Mrs. Doubtfire, and last
Jean-Claude Van Damme can
Stallone
and
Sharon
Stone
should
year's Oscar king Schindler's List
will most likely surpass anything be a fairly successfulfilmthis sea- be seen in Timecop which he says
son. Summer filmgoers tended to is his first film he's proud of. Also
the 1994 fall season has to offer.
Only two films a:^ likely to be be more emotional this year, flock- look for Freddy Krueger to return
hits but neither are likely to see ing to see films like The Lion King in Wes Craven's New Nightmare.
$100 million. One of those films is and Forrest Gump. The Specialist Trekies can look forward to Star
Interview With the Vampire, the could benefit the summer crowd Trek: Generations which will join
film adaptation of Anne Rice's still craving more Speed and True the original crew of the Starship
Enterprise with the Next Generablockbuster novel. The film stars Lies style action.
The fall usually sees at least tion. Look for Robert DeNiro as
Tom Cruise as Lestat and word of
moull) about his performance has one big children's hit (Home Alone Frankenstein and Tommy Lee
not been flattering. Director Neil 2, Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin)-, Jones as baseball legend Ty Cobb.

Need Some
Extra Cash
to Start
the School
Year Off Right?
You could earn $50
this week as a new
Sera-Tec plasma donor.
(2 donations in 7 days)

P l ^ L
Sera-Tec Biologicals
3909 Salem Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45406

CL

' 278-8800
^

Men TKws 7aiT'6pn.
Fn 7»m apm
Sot
i»»on

s

»v

Star I
\ve<Kt. 68)
Springs
9400

D A R K STAR
BOOKS & COMICS

New & Used Comics * Used Books
Sports & Non-Sports Trading Cards
FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
10% Discount to WSU students
New Comics Every Wednesday at Noon!
Dark Star It
1410 W. Dorothy I .ant
Hills & Dales S C. • Kettering
293-7307

Dark Star til
1273 N. Fairfield Rd
Fairfield Plaza • Beavercrcck
427-3213

WINTER 95 STUDENT TEACHING AND PRACTICUM
Applications for Student Teaching and Practicum (Special
Ed and School Nurse) are being taken at scheduled
sessions during September 26 through September 30,
1994. If you plan on doing Student Teaching or
Practicum during Winter Quarter 1995, you must attend
one of these sessions. Information is posted on the third
floor of Millett Hall. Phone calls or questions should be
directed to 873-2107, Office of Professional Field
Experiences in 320 Millen.
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September 17-lS
.Santa Clara Art D
Music and Arts Festh
Main St. & Santa Clara Ave.
Sal. 10-8; Sun. 1(W
223-7900
S e p t e m b e r 18

Springfield Arts Council
Evita
Clark State University
324-2712
September 21 and 22
Dayton Philharmonic
Gisele Ben-Dor
Memorial Hall. 8 p.m.
224-9000
September 22
University Activities Board
Carrot Top
Multipurpose Room. WSU
Through October 3
Ohio Renaissance Festival
Waynesville. Ohio
Sat & Sun. 10ajn.to6p.rn.
897-7000
Through October 9
Dayton Art Institute
Edward Degas: The Many
Dimensions of a Mas'er
French Impressionist
223-5277
Through October 23
Miami Valley
Dinner Theater
My Fair Lady
Springboro. Ohio
(800)677-9505

Yellow Springs

TRAVEL
• Ixjwest Airfares Available
• Personol Service
• Cruises • Tou's • Euroil Posses
• AMTRAK • Cor Rentals
• Advance Soot Assignments
• Groups • Hotel Reservations
• Domestic and International
• Passport Photos
• Specialty and Arf»enh>re Tours
A Full Sen-tee, No Fee Agency
locally owned and operated

767-2000
213 Xenio Avenue
(above the Winds Cafe)
Mon-Fri: 9-4; Sc* 10-2
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Rockafield House renovations continue
By JOANNE HUIST SMITH
Kditor In Chief
This is a condensed article
that first appeared in the Aug.
10 issue of The Guardian.
What happens when you build a
house and don't maintain it? A look
at Rockafield 1 louse, the home to all
WSU presidents, provides a costly
answer.
I-ocated in the woods off University Boulevard, east of the main
campus. Rockafield House is currently a home for squirrels and birds.
When Rockafield House was
built in 1969, it was acampus show
case with a price tag of S250.000
according to blueprints released by
Physical Plant.
Today, General Contractor Fred
Weir estimates the value of the house
at nearly SI million.
But. woodpecker holesrid'I. -the
outside side of the structure; the
electrical and plumbing work are
out of code; there's water damage
around the door frames; mildew

6

That was Cincinnati architect
Glen Denning & Associates' theme
in designing Rockafield House.
"The p;uieled cedar walls and
slate floors which dominate most of
the house create an extension of the
surrounding woods." said Beth Williams. design consultant. "But. the
combination of untreated paneling
that has darkened with age. dark
floors ami poor lighting make the
area too dark."
Williams explained that the ccdarpaneling will be lightened with a
process called pickling.
Pickling will give the walls a
whitewashed look, lire panels will
then be sealed to prevent redarkening
or water damage.
"The discoloration of the slate
doors will be lightened with muriatic acid." Weir said.
"oor lighting is a problem
throughout the house.
"Thefirstthing we had todo was
have an electrician put more lights
in the kitchen so we'd have a room
light enough to use as an office."
said Weir.
Weir explained tliat the electri-

Handicapped accessibility is a priority
Wright State President I Jarlcy
Mack said that a top priority in
t*« nearly $200.00 Rockafield
I louserenovationproject is making the house wheelchair accessible.
This will include removing
2-inch water dams on all the sliding doors; widening a bathroom

v--fx?

entry and installing grippablehandrails by all steps.
Another obstacle is finding
another way around the bar
rier of three slate steps that
lead to a sunken living
room, which isn't deep
enough for a ramp.
'• At least 25 to 30 percent of the

repair budget will be usee*
make the house accessib.
said Flack.
'if we have to instas
an elevator it could go up
to 50 percent. I hope the
college of engineering
will assist us with the plans he
said.

6

The Tl-85 builds on tinfunctionality oi the TI-68
and adds a wide range of
Kru|)liing capabilities. So
math students can handle
calculus problems more
easily. And technical students can see the functions
for a better understanding
of problems, The Tl-85 also
handles complex numbers,
matrices, vectors, lists
and strings. Plus it offers
a powerful one-equation
SOLVER.

i

want the house to be a reflection of
the exciting things that are going on
on campus."
— Harley Flack

creeping up the basement walls; and
if you're in a wheel chair, don't
bother to visit the house in the woods
off University Boulevard, because
you won't have access to mo?' of it.
According to Lynnette Heard,
associate director of Public Relations, maintenance wasdeferred year
alter year because budgeted money
prevented all but minor repair work
to be done.
That situation was remedied
when the Board of Trustees authorized arenovation/restorationbudget of S200.000 according to 1 ieard.
WSU's President Harley Rack
and his wife Mignon arc overseeing
the restoration of their future home.
Mrs. Flack is researching the
history of the house and is compiling a journal of therestorationproject
for the university archives.
According to Weir, the inside of
the house will be ready for occupancy in October. Until that time,
the Flacks will continue to live in
Mallard Landing Apartments in
Beavercreck.
"Allow the beauty of the surrounding woods to flow indoors."

cians have run into difficulty because the plumbing for the second
floor bath was built into the first
floor ceiling, making it difficult to
place the lights.
Another challenge is a rotting
pipe in a 10-foot deep crawl space
under the living room floor.
"The only access to the crawl
space is a hole so small only a child
could fit through." said Weir.
Mick wants Rockafield House
to become an extension or the university.
"I want the house to be a reflection of the exciting things that are
going on on campus." said Flack. "I
hope to have monthly sessions at the
house for faculty to present research.
I'd like to use the foyer of the houseas an art wall and perhaps display
the senior art show."
Mrs. Rack hopes to set times to
open the house for the WSU community.
"Being at Wright State isadream
come uue." said Mrs. Flack. "We
want to get acquainted with the WSU
community and let them know how
happy we are to be here."

The TI-68 solves up to five simultaneous equations, lias complex number
functions. Offers formula programming. Even has a last equation replay
feature. All at a great price.

Get Serious.
Engineering, math or science major? Serious stuff. Get a
TI-68 Advanced Scientific or Tl-85 Graphing Calculator from Texas
Instruments. They're designed for students and professionals and
recommended by professors.
Get the serious functionality you demand at a price you can afford.
Try a TI-68 or Tl-85 at your local T1 retailer today, or for more information, call 1-800-TI-CARES.
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Raiders remaining optimise
By BILL SHKA
Fditorial Kditor

The Scores
FROM L AST WEEK
Men's Soccer
Bullcr dcf. WSU 2-0
WSU dcf. Louisville 4-3
Women's Soccer
Cincinnati dcf. WSU 4-1
Xavier def. WSU 6-0
Golf
WSU finished fourth out
of 10 teams at the Dayton
Invitational
Volleyball
Billiken Invitational
WSU def. Samford 15-2.
15-7. 15-12
WSU def. Texas-Pan
American 15-1. 15-3, 15-10
St. Louis def. WSU 15-11.
15-6, 13-15. 12-15, 15-13
Third Place
Wright State def. MissouriK.C. 14-16.15-8.15-5. 15-2
Men's Cross Country
WSU finished fifth out of
five teams at the Miami Invite.
Women's Cross Country
WSU finished ninth out of
10 teams at the Miami Invite.

The Sports
Calendar
Today
Women's soccer hosts
Ohio State at 1 p.m.
Friday
Volleyball hosts Murray
State at 7 p.m.
Cross country hosts WSU
Invite at 5 p.m.
Women's tennis hosts
IUPU1 at 3:30 p.m.
Saturday
Men's soccer vs. Central
Michigan at 2 p.m.
Volleyball hosts West
Virginia at 5 p.m.
Sunday
Men's soccer vs. N'eastern
at Noon
Women's soccer hosts
Wis.-Milwaukee at 1 p.m.

Hie Wright State women's soccer team's lack of experience is
showing through.
After four games, the Raiders
have posted a 1 -3-0 record.
Despite a 2-0 victory over
Valparaiso in their second game of
the season, the Raiders have
struggled on both sides of the ball.
WSU headed down to Xavier for
the Soccer Village Kickoff Classic
for games Sept. 9 and Sept. 11 ag:iinst
Cincinnati and Xavier.
Although the Bearcats downed
the Raiders 4-1 in the first game.
Klatte feels the team has improved.
"We are producing more (scoring) opportunities than we did (in
the previous games)." said Klatte.
Klatte singled out sophomore
Ann Green for her five shot, one
goal performance against Cincinnati.
"Ann Cireen had a wonderful
game " said Klatte.
Green
leads the
_____
Raiders with
46
two goals on
the season.
Junior
Julie Davis.
filling in at
goalie for the
injured
Maggie
Horstman.
also received praise.
"She kept us in the game in the
first half.' Klatte said.

In her four games
in goal, Davis has
saved 33 shots while
giving up 16 goals.
In the second game
against Xavier, the
Raiders suffered a ne;ir
total collapse.
The Musketeers
abused WSU for six
goalson 19 shots while
holding the Raiders
scoreless.
Barbi Harris and
AyaiuiaLove both had
a pair of goals for
Xavier.
The Raiders managed only nine shots,
led by junior Julie
Bulmer.
Klatte chalked the
loss up to inexperience.
"Wedidn'tlookso
good." said Klatte.
First-year
"We made some
blatant errors." For the ison.
Bulmer leads
the team with
14
shots.
Green follows
with nine and
freshman
M a r c y
Sebastian has
eight.
I Making
Ahead
For the
home opener against Ohio State today, Klatte plans on restructuring
his game plan.

T n two years we
AwiP be a major
force in the MCC."
— Rob Klatte

Head Coach Rob Klatte directs a practice.
The plan is to play back, giving
Davis and the defense more help.
Klatte feels even though the new
look will cut back scoring chances,
cutting down opponents' scoring
opportunities will help.
The Raiders are still suffering
from the injury bug that plagued
them Last season.
Angie Poppaw. who led the team
in scoring in 1992, is still out. while
forward Teresa Ruff, a junior, was
also injured.
Maggie Horstman won't know
until October if her back has healed
enough to play.

Ace coming to the Nutter Center
WSU provides sporting fun for Welcome Week
To welcome the new students to
Wright State University, the Nutter
Center will host the Ace In Your
Face Weekend.
Beginning on Friday, Sept 16,
and running through Saturday ScpL
17, the WSU Athletic Department,
the Health. Physical, and Recreation Department and Intramural
Department have joined forces during Welcome Week '94.
The tentative scheduleol events
is as follows:
Friday, Sept 16 in
Mclin Gym
•5:30-7 pJtu 11PR boas spurts
skills classes with demonstrations

in martial arcs, step aerobics, fencing
and two-step line dancing.
There will also be CPR demonstrations with information on bow to
become certified, body fat measurements nutritional analysisand stationary bike races.
•7-9 pj»u The WSU volleyball
tram will host Murray State in the
Raiders' fnst home match of the season.
•9 p.rti.-2 iuru The co-ed triples
volleyball tournament with prizes includhig T-shirts and Donates pizza
coupons. Sign-ups for the tournament
will be trmn 7:30-8:30 pjn.
Saturday, Stpt. 17 in the

Nutter Center's Main
Arena
•7:30 p.m.: Ace
Ventura' Pet Detective
starring Jim Carrey will
be showing on a big
screen, followed by a
video dancc party in the
arena
Buses will be running
to andfromcampus both
nights aid admission for
the Welcome Week
Weekend isfree.Fur more
information on the Ace tu
Yourl-'ace Weekend, axv
tacttbeNutterCenterBox
Office at8734789.

photo by Todd Hail

The biggest injury Klatte may
have to worry about is the Achilles
injury TiffaniGoversuffcredagainst
Xavier. Govcr, a sophomore, is one
of the Raiders' best defenders.
Despite all the problems. Klatte
remains optimistic about the future.
"In two years we will be a major
force in the MCC," said Klatte. "We
have a talented group of freshmen."
Klatte plans on another large recruiting class next season to complement this year's 12 recruits.
The Raiders host OSU tonight at
5 p.m. and Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Sept. 18.
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WSU still winless in MCC
"We needed a win for morale
it caused us to make some changes."
and Shane ;uid senior Jeff Clark
said senior Shane Jeanfrcau.
"We changed our strategy and really help in that aspect." he said.
"They help to push us to the limits
played an intense game."
I 'ps and downs.
Staying focused mentally is and if we get down they keep us
The Wright State men's soccer
team has been at both ends of the something the team must do to slay going."
Shane Jeanfrcau, on the other
on top, according to Shad Jeanfrcau.
teeter totter early in the season.
"We are in good shape, but there hand, gives a lot of credit to the
The Raiders clinched an exciting win over the I .ouisville Cardi- are simple mistakes we need to youlh of the team. "There is a lot of
nals on Sept. 11 with an overtime stop. It has been difficult wilh the pride and heart in this team which
hits helped us through."
score 4-3. following a 3As for the loss to But0 loss to Butler on Friler the players are still
day.
optimistic.
Although the team is
"Butler was a skilled
2-2 overall, the loss puts
team and we got down
WSU at 0-2 in the Midand couldn't get it back."
western Collegiate ConMIDWESTERN COLLEGIATE CONFERENCE said Shane Jeanfrcau.
ference standings.
WSU Head Coach
Coming off the loss
made it even more imperative to addition of so many new faces. We Greg Andrulis was also disaphave been trying to figure it out," pointed with another conference
win and gain more confidencc.
Louisville scored one in the first said sophomore Jeanfrcau, the loss.
"We need to win those conferperiod but WSU sophomore Jason brother of Shane Jeanfrcau.
photo by Cart Holmes
"For example, with a couple of ence games. The guys have shown Jeff Winterberger (8) battles against the Louisville defense.
Maxfield added two in the second
our guys injured we played two a lot of maturity and we will just
to put the Raiders ahead.
The Cardinals matched the freshmen fullbacks. Mixing up continue to work hard and imRaiders goal for goal, eventually positions and such has helped us to prove," he said.
"We can come back. We can
vying the game 3-3. Jason Maxfield decide the team we will put on the
win the remainder of those conferended the game by scoring his third field the rest of the season."
W f c *
\ \
"•
The younger Jeanfrcau credits ence games." added Shad
goal in overtime, the game winner,
the seniors for the majority of Ihe Jeanfrcau. "Teams who beat us also
to give the Raiders the win.
\ v 4 * L i can
lose.
It
is
early
and
we
are
not
"We were certainly disap- team leadership, especially with
giving up."
pointed with the loss to Butler and the frustration after losses.
By SHELLEY GARWOOD
Staff Writer
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Sports Briefs
Cruisin' along the Mississippi
It was a homecoming for the
Raiders' Jen Moore as the Wright
State volleyball team competed in
the Billikcn Invitational.
Moore, originally from St.
Louis, and the Raiders suffered
only one loss in the Sept. 10 tournament and defeated MissouriK r sas City, 14-16. 15-8. 15-5,
15-2, for a third place finish.
WSU moved to 6-2 on the season after winning three of its four
games in St. Louis, falling only to
the host. St. Louis Billikcns, 1511, 15-6, 13-15, 12-5, 15-13. in a

What strike?
While the Major Leagues
take a break from "America's
favorite pastime," WSU baseball is just getting underway.
The WSU baseball team will
hold tryouts from Monday,
Sept 19 to Thursday, Sept 22
at WSU Stadium from 3:306:30 p.m.
An organizational meeting
will be Thursday, Sept 15 at
3:30 p.m. b room 240 of Ihe
Nutter Center wilh the physicals following at 6 p.m. in the
Nuuer Center Training Room.

five game battle.
The Billikens finished runnerup to Loyola-Chicago who defeated
St. Louis. 15-12,5-15,15-1.15-8.
in the championship game.
The other Raiders' victories
came against Ihe likes of Samford,
15-2,15-7,15-12. and another five
game match with Texas-Pan
American. 14-16.13-15,15-7,156. 15-8.
Moore and Andrea Sanders
were named to the All-Toumament
team as Loyola's Missy Satorelli
was Ihe Most Valuable Player.
Jen Moore

WSU golfers miss first by a nose
Xavier slides into first at
Dayton Invitational
In a tournament with fourth
placeonly three strokes behind first,
it was the Musketeers coming out
ahead.
The Wright Stale golf team shot
an 18-hole total of 291. but Xavier
was the champion of the Dayton
Invitational on Sept. 9, as the Musketeers shot 288 to edge past Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky.
The fourth place Raiders were
led by Kevin Jones and Scott Bclair.

;>l

who each fired a 71. while Derek
Beaulieu and Chris Myers shot 74
and 75 to round out the Raiders'
scoring.
Xavier's J.T. Croy was the tournament medalist with a 68.
The BearcalsofCincinnati were
second, one stroke behind Xavier,
while Northern Kentucky was yet
another stroke back for a third place
finish.
The Raiders will head south to
play in the Summit Collegiate at
Bowling Green. Kentucky from
Sept. 15-17.

Friday, September 16
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
On the Quad
Activities will include:
Pep Band Performance at 12:30 p.m.

Plus a chance to:
Get aquanted with over 100 student groups
and campus uepartments
Set up new accounts with local banks
Enjoy a large variety of foods, crafts, etc.
Register to vote
Rain site: Multipurpose Room in the Student Union

I
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Student Government vows increased service
By JEREMY DYER
Staff Writer
Wiih a new regime in hand.
Wright State's Student Government brings an ambitious agenda
to the upcoming year.
Toby Pinkerton. elected SG
chair in the spring, says one of
his main goals is the continuation of several public relations
measures initiated last year.

"We're going to have a number of tables for voter registration out on the Quad, out in Allyn
Hall and in the new Student
Union, We will be answering
questions and trying to inform
students a lot more about what's
going on around the university."
Pinkerton said the goal is not
only to better inform students,
but to "put a face" lo SG.
One program carried over

from last year is the Student
Voice, a university suggestion
box set up at different places on
campus. Pinkerton said the Student Voice averages two to three
responses per week
SG Also is still working with
the university and local businesses to add shuttle service to
the Fairfield Commons Mall. The
University Shoppes, Meijer and
several residential areas.

£05B5»-TS-„3»
Canon

HAN0N STARWRITER 30 THERMAL
TRANSFER WORD PROCESSOR

Quiet, non-impact printing. Over 500 built-in print
variations. D O S conversion program. 4 0 characters
per second print speed. 50.000 w o r d spell check.
A C / D C powered

284

Pinkerton said the businesses
have expressed support and willingness to help fund the service,
but Wright Suite officials are still
deciding whether to proceed.
This year. SCI will be working on several new projects including the expansion of
mentoring programs.
"We have mentoring programs currently and we hope to
expand to have mentoring pro-

brother.

ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

Auto 'Word Out' correction. Auto paper insertion, lift-off correction
memory, auto underlining, bold printing, right margin flush.
Express/half backspace, variable
10/12 pitch type selector.
No. 623-801 List 199.95

HEWLETT-PACKARD 12C
FINANCIAL CALCULATOR

The time-tested performer Full math,
financial ana stalistical functions
including mortgages, balloon payments,
depreciation and bond yields Keystroke
programming eliminates vast number ol
keystrokes RPN
No. 375-196

Dayton 5425 Salem Ave.
(Salem Consumer Square) (513) 854-0550
Dayton 2691 Miamisburg Centervile Pike
(North of Dayton Mall) (513)438-3011

OPE* DAILY: 8:00ara-9:00pm SAT.: 9:00am-9:00pm SU*.:11 OOam-BOOpm
WE ACCEPT: Discover, Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Of ice Depot Credit Card & The Technology Ca

HEWLETT-PACKARD 48G
SCIENTIFIC GRAPHIC
CALCULATOR

Advanced matrix/calculus
functions 32K built-in memory
8-line by 22-character display
3-D plotting 1-line equation
library with science/engineenng
equations
No. 548-149

Our Low Price
Guarantee!

II you see an identical
item
advertised at a lower price, shorn us
the current advertisement,
and
you II get the loner price, plus 50%
ol the diMerence as a credit toward
your purchase when yo:i buy il trom
us Imaximum $50 credit) Ad

grams in each of the colleges."
he said.
"The student government as a
whole will work to have a
mentoring and retention program
for the university division students and for high school seniors."
Pinkerton said the mentoring
of high school students is also a
measure to increase WSU's enrollment. which has decreased in
recent years.
Another new area of interest
in SG is social programming.
Pinkerton said he would like to
bring programs to Wright State
that are specifically geared for
social issue awareness.
Ideas include bringing the
AIDS quilt to Wright State and
working more closely with the
University Activities Board and

" r | 1 he student
governJ L ment...will
work to have a
mentoring and retention program for the
university division
students and for high
school seniors."
— Toby Pinkerton
the Residential Communities
Association.
"Student Government in the
past has done very little actual
programming and we want to do
a lot more in conjunction with
other coordinating student organizations to reach out to those
organizations more," Pinkerton
said.
Pinkerton said he believes one
of the biggest changes for SG
this year is the office's new location in the center of the Student
Union.
He said the new building will
help make SC> more accessible to
students.
"This is going to be an incredible building and I'm really
looking forward to the amount of
students who will be in this area,"
he said.
"In the old office, no one was
ever in this area and so it made ii
very difficult to reach students.
T his will make it a lot more easy
to he near a real center ol student
activity."
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Employment
Home/Rent
Personals
Services

General
••'Free To Good Home*** Clean,
responsible, fun. mature person needs
place to live. Has $. will travel. Phone
.141-0526.

Empiqymgnt
THE PINE CLUB. Part-time nights Bus
boy. Dishwasher. Up to S6.75 pet hour.
Call Dan after 5pm. 228-7463.
Ra|VUrt>an Coordinator: Volunteer
position, approximately si* hours a week,
receive, review, and distribute all new
Rap <4 Urban music for WWSU 106.9
FM. Work closely with Music Director
and Record Company Representatives.
Begin Immediately. Send cover letter
with name, telephone number, and
address to WWSU. WOI6C Student
Union between nine to five Monday
through Friday.

Classifieds

NOW HIRING. Ohio Energy
Contractors Needs to hire 10 students to
work part-time Mon-Fri 4pm-8:30pm. Sat
I Oam-2pm. 4 days min You pick-uin.
Conduct infield mtetviews. No sales
required. 429-7219 John Difiore. to set
interview.
SUGARCRKKK PIZZA HIT Hiring
delivery drivers. Earn up to SlO/hr. Call
848-4900 Nice A safe delivery area.
Opp available for room/board/S in
exchange for 3 hrs/day kid care. Must
have car to transport to activities. Full
pnvate room/bath. Live out if preferred.
Beavercreek area- 10 minutes from
campus. Call ASAP to Sandi (work) 4395200 or (home) 429-1864.
SPRING BREAK '95-SKIX TRIPS,
EARN CASH & GO FREE!!! Student
Travel Services is now hiring campus
representatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica.
Cancun, Daytona and Panama City
Beach. Call 1-800-648-4849.

I HE BOULEVARD GRILLE. A top 10
restaurant from Columbus is now opened
at The Mall at Fairfield Commons. Now
hiring day servers, day server assistants,
experienced line cooks, and pantry
personnel. Apply in person at Hie Mall at
Fairfield Commons located between J.C.
Penney and Parisian between the hours of
2:00pm and 4:00pm Looking ft* team
players! Any questions call 320-0050 ask
for Maureen.
Earn S2500 A Free Spring Break Trips!
Sell 8 trips A go free! Best trips A prices!
Bahamas. Cancun. Jamaica. Panama
City! Gteat Resume Experience! 1-800678-6386.
Help Wanted. Students needed for
several research projects You must be
between the ages of 18 and 35 and a U.S.
citizen. Additional qualifications may
have to be met. Compensation is at the
rate of S5 per hour. Location is close to
Wright State. For information call Judy at
225-3432.8:00am-5:00pm M-F
(answering machine after hours).

Back To School Special

Can 873-5537 (or information
Student Rata: $2.00 first 23 wovda
Non-Student Rata: $5.00 first 25 words
$1.00 aach additional 25 words

Home/Rent
FOR REN T: Fairborn Very nice 1
bedroom. I bath; water A heat paid.
Stove and refrigerator. S350/mon with
deposit. No pets. Lease. 427-5476 9am to
5pm weekdays. 325-4631 (Springfield)
after Spin and weekends.

AMY APARTMENTS, VILLAGE OF
RIVERSIDE - Adjacent to are
WPAFB. 4.8 mi to WSU. 11
ww carpel. AC, 600 sq.
ami •
parking; quiet, secure area; ou-si V.
and maint.. #11 and #23 RTA bt
front. UNFURNISHED - S340*uj>.
FURNISHED - S370 up/mo

Rent it in The Guardian Classifieds.
Affordable rates... great exposure.
The Guardian Classifieds

For Selling, Renting, Hiring, and other
necessities, turn to The Guardian
Classifieds.

D A R K STAR
BOOKS & COMICS
WSU't # 1 SOURCE FOR COMIC BOOKS!

Open
Ever i
Day*

FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
10% Discount to WSU ttudents
New Comics Every Wednesday at Noon!

WSU's Magic: The Gathering Headquarters
Dark Star III • 1273 N. Fairfield Rd
Fairfield Plaza • Beavercreek
427-3213

Need
Bucks for B
donate Plas

Early Bird

alum!
time

The Guardian
Classifieds save you
LOTS OF TIME as
well as LOTS OF
MONEY. When it
comes to selling an
item, listing a job,
sen/ice, or
apartment to rent,
you'd have a tough
time beating The
Guardian
Classifieds.

MONTH
UNLIMITED
*Moming hours until 2:00 p.m.

$39.60

with student discount
2840 Col. Glenn Highway
Across from Wright State
In front of Holiday Inn

427-3366
Buy 1 Bottle of
8oz. Australian Gold
for only $3.00
with Purchase of Package
$10.00 Value with Coupon

COMPUTERS;
Earn up to $190 a month by donating
life saving plasma!
$30 on your first visit
Visit our friendly, modern center and
find out more about the opportunity
to earn cash while helping others.
Open 7 days a week.
Call for I.D. info 224-1973
RTA Bus 22

plasma alliance
"people helping people"

165 E. Helena St.
Dayton. Oh 45404

l
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COMICS & GAMES
O U T O N A L I M B by G A R Y K O P E R V A S

f?

\

*

I

t-tffcCWTiON D M M
THE 06WTV

Ll*. .

YlPfeE'

R A T Z by B E N S M I T H
"WHAT ARE VO0
PAINTING? A
PLAV-00 CAN 7

1 S E E . KIND
OF A POP ART
THING, HUH?

Q

ANDV WARHOL
EAT YOOR HEAR!"

PICKERING
.-tfR iWWPIYOTH
Ti«8i»6P«©Gvr<(W
•* ftwo<r»fMir?

YOU pwTT HAVE TO 0B
PBusaur com tcr WHEN
NO £»£ » WHKHIN6 Y0».

R.F.D. by M I K E M A R L A M D
AND
6R0AN1N'

IT MUST BET
S D F F e R I N ' «.OCCOT4«JJ

"Gentlemen, I want your
reports on age reversal today
or I will personally spank
both of you."
B U T C H A N D DOUGIE by ALEX H O W E L L

G u a r d i a n Comics & Games c o n t a i n s w o r k s
"He look hia m e d i c i n e like
a m a n . . . t h e n h e s p i t it

" I ' m still looking for
Mr. R i g h t ! "

EVERY SATURDAY AT MIDNIGHT

THF
THE
DAYTON

",'W P e o p l e " P e r f o r m i n g

Friday, September 16, 1994
6:00 10:00 p.m.

ART

INSTITUTE
Outside, weather permitting
Complimentary F o o d / C a s h Bar
Admission S 5 Per P e r s o n / M u s e u m M e m b e r s Free
S e e Degas

for a n additional $ 5

F o r M o r e I n f o r m a t i o n , call ( 5 1 3 } - 2 2 3 - 5 2 7 7
4 5 6 Belmonte Park North
NBD Bank
T h e Arts Network

Z-93

Dayton Monthly

seeking an energetic.
student tor the position o! campus tep. No
sales involved Place advertising on
Bulletin boards for companies such as
American Eiqiressand Microsoft.
Great part-time |ob earnings Choose
your own hours. 4-8 hours per week
required Cal
Campus Rep Program
Amencan PassageMetia Cap
215W Harrison,Seat!le,WA98! 19
(806) 487-2434 Ext. 4444

heip SAW

mi cm

tW$-88&7.

The Savory

I

NO annual FEE,
nationwide ACCEPTANCE
and LOW rates.
Because this is a ONCE in a lifetime trip.

If W MW'T 60X IT,
M i l

NETWORK

6iT IT."

